Abstract. This paper is devoted to some weighted pointwise estimate for solutions of two dimensional wave equations. It gives a simple proof to obtain the best order of the lower bound of the lifespan of classical solutions to nonlinear systems.
Introduction
We are first concerned with pointwise estimates of a classical solution of the following initial value problem for inhomogeneous wave equations in low space dimensions.
ju ¼ H in R n Â ½0; yÞ;
where j is an usual D'Alembertian in R n and f ; g are given smooth functions of compact support in R n . H ¼ Hðx; tÞ is a smooth function in R n Â ½0; yÞ whose support is admissible to the initial data. Our attention goes to pointwise estimates, so that we consider the case of n ¼ 2; 3 only, in which a fundamental solution of j is positive. Most of weighted L y estimates of a solutions of (1.1) are global type. Actually, one can prove kwuk L y ðR n Â½0; yÞÞ a C f ; g þ Ckw p Hk L y ðR n Â½0; yÞÞ
ð1:2Þ
for a suitable weight w and some power p, where C f ; g is a positive constant depending on the initial data. This inequality is often applied to nonlinear problem. For example, putting H ¼ juj pÀ1 u, or juj p ð p b 2Þ, we have a global existence of a classical solution of (1.1) with small initial data by (1.2) together with a contraction mapping argument, namely, a constructive method. See early works on this problem, F. John [6] and R. T. Glassey [4] . In this sense, the global estimate (1.2) is enough. However, in order to investigate the lower bound of the lifespan of the solution when a blow-up occurs in the nonlinear problem, more precise estimate will be required rather than (1.2) . To see this, we put a small parameter e > 0 into the initial data, i.e.
f ðxÞ ¼ ejðxÞ; gðxÞ ¼ ecðxÞ ð 1:3Þ
for arbitrarily fixed functions j; c. Then we have a similar estimate to (1.2) such that kwuk L y ðR n Â½0; T Þ a C j; c e þ Ckw p Hk L y ðR n Â½0; T Þ F ðT; pÞ; ð1:4Þ
where F is a function of p and a time T. But we have to improve this. Because a function space in which we will make a contraction has a bad order of e such as kwuk L y ðR n Â½0; T Þ ¼ OðeÞ: ð1:5Þ
Hence the local in time existence of a solution is guaranteed by e pÀ1 F ðT; pÞ f 1 ð1:6Þ
in the contraction. Unfortunately, this condition does not make a optimal order of e of the lifespan, sup T. For example, see R. Agemi & H. Takamura [2] for n ¼ 2.
In three space dimensions, n ¼ 3, one can improve (1.4) easily by making use of strong Huygens' principle. Actually, there is a space-time domain A in which we find C j; c 1 0 by compactness of the support of the initial data. Hence the local in time existence of a solution is guaranteed by e pð pÀ1Þ F ðT; pÞ; e pÀ1 GðT; pÞ f 1 ð1:9Þ
in the contraction. The first quantity is always bigger than the second one, and makes the optimal lifespan. See F. John [6] for a quadratic nonlinearity, or Zhou Yi [10] and R. Agemi & Y. Kurokawa & H. Takamura [1] for any power.
On the contrary, it is hard to prove a suitable weighted L y estimate in two space dimensions like (1.7) by lack of the strong Huygens' principle. However, other clever proofs overcome the di‰culity, which can be found in H. Lindblad [9] and Zhou Yi [11] . They made pointwise estimates and extended a local in time solution to the longest time by continuation principle, namely the contradiction argument. This method is sharper than constructive one. The lower and upper bounds of the lifespan coincide with each other and can be written by known quantity when e goes to 0. But it works only for the sub-critical case of the nonlinear problem because a scaling argument is essential. For the critical case, the optimal lower bound of the lifespan has been obtained. We also remark that the pointwise estimate with some special function is required in two space dimensions.
The aim of the present paper is to prove some weighted pointwise estimate in two space dimensions by almost the same way as the three dimensional case. Moreover, as an application, we easily obtain the weighted L y estimates like (1.7). This gives us the two dimensional version of R. Agemi & Y. Kurokawa & H. Takamura [1] in which the lifespan of a classical solution to the initial value problem for
is precisely estimated from below and above in three space dimensions. This system was first studied by D. Del Santo & V. Georgiev & E. Mitidieri [3] . This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we state our main result. Section 3 is devoted to its proof which proceeds along with the method originally introduced by F. John [6] . In section 4, main result is applied to nonlinear systems. From section 5 to section 8, we get the lower bound of the lifespan in a very simple way.
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Main Result
We shall consider the linear problem (1.1) with a scaled data (1.3). A key assumption on the present problem is supp j; supp c H fx A R 2 ; jxj a kg: ð2:1Þ
Without loss of generality, we may assume that k > 1. By finite propagation speed of the wave, the admissible support of H is supp H H fðx; tÞ A R 2 Â ½0; yÞ; jxj a t þ kg: ð2:2Þ
The weight function w is defined by
Nðt À jxjÞ; ð2:3Þ
where NðsÞ is a given function of s. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let u be a classical solution of the initial value problem (1.1) in R 2 Â ½0; T with a scaled data (1.3) under the assumptions on the compactness of support of the initial data, (2.1), and H, (2.2). Then, for 0 < e < 1 and p A R, there exist positive constants C j; c depending on the initial data not on e, and C independent of k; e such that the following inequality holds for any ðx; tÞ A R 2 Â ½0; T . ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi t þ jxj þ 2k k r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi t À jxj þ 2k k r juðx; tÞj a C j; c e þ CkI ðjxj; tÞ; ð2:4Þ
where, when p > 3, Here F P ðb; aÞ and k Á k are defined by For the case p a 3, F ð pÀ2Þ=2 ðt À r; bÞ in I is replaced by G p ðt þ r; t À rÞ, where
when p < 3: 
Proof of the Main Theorem
First, we shall follow some basic facts of a representation formula of a solution of (1.1) with (1.3) which has to satisfy the following integral equation. Applying this formula to LðHÞ in our problem, we note that the weight function is spherically symmetric. So the method of the spherical mean developed by F. John [5] gives us the following useful formula. After some estimates, one can find that r-integral will disappear by
Introducing characteristic variables 
All detailed proofs of inequalities above can be found in R. Agemi & H. Takamura [2] . Here we use a slightly modified form of I 2 . The bottom of the a-integral is replaced by b instead of 0 which is made by di¤erent extension of the domain. The estimate for I 1 and I 2 will be divided into two cases. Here and hereafter, a constant C independent of e and k may change from line to line. With the help of integration by parts, the a-integral is dominated by
Hence, by simple inequality Because we have
It is clear that, when p a 3, F ð pÀ2Þ=2 ðt À r; bÞ is replaced by G p ðt þ r; t À rÞ.
is taken in the definition of I 2 , (3.10). Here we have to assume that t À r b 0. Then we get
In order to investigate the a-integral, we need the following inequality.
Pointwise estimate for 2-dim. wave equations
where F P is the one in (2.6).
which implies
a CkF P ðb; aÞ: ð3:19Þ
a CkF P ðb; aÞ: ð3:21Þ
Therefore the lemma follows. Applying Lemma 3.1 to our case with P ¼ ðp À 2Þ=2, b ¼ t À r, a ¼ b, we can find that the a-integral is dominated by
Hence it follows from (3.13) that The a-integral is dominated by We note that F ð pÀ2Þ=2 ðt À r; bÞ a G p ðt þ r; t À rÞ is always valid for p a 3.
As for u 0 , we employ the well-known estimate.
; yÞ with an initial data uj t¼0 ¼ j, u t j t¼0 ¼ c of compact support such as (2.1). Then there exists a positive constant C j; c such that
Proof. For example, see R. T. Glassey [4] . Therefore the proof of Theorem 1 is finished.
Application to Nonlinear Systems
Now, as announced in Introduction, our attention goes to the following nonlinear systems. provided F ð p; qÞ > 0, where c and C are positive constants independent of e, and
For the upper bound, the positivity on the initial data is required which makes the spherical mean of the solution to be positive. Remark 4.2. According to the short time existence of a classical solution of (4.1), we must have the same result when 2 a p; q a 3. But the technical di‰culty will appear. Actually we cannot apply Theorem 1 directly. The proof will be much complicated if we can prove by similar estimate to Theorem 1. The interesting result on (4.1) comes from the neighborhood of a cusp p ¼ q on the critical curve fF ð p; qÞ ¼ 0g. So, in this sense, the case 2 a p; q a 3 is not essential in Theorem 2. We shall discuss this case in another paper. Now we shall estimate the lower bound of the lifespan by the following proposition. ð4:8Þ
for 0 < e a e 0 and some positive constant c independent of e.
Proof. We note that our system (4.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that, for k > 1,
Then it follows from the dependence domain of the solution of (4.1) that supp u; supp v H fðx; tÞ A R 2 Â ½0; T ; jxj a t þ kg: ð4:11Þ
This fact is established as an easy application of the single case as well as the uniqueness of the solution. See Appendix of F. John [7] for example. Hence we can adapt juj q and jvj p to H in Theorem 1.
We shall define the function space X by X ¼ fðu; vÞ A fC 2 ðR 2 Â ½0; T Þg 2 : suppðu; vÞ H fjxj a t þ kg;
kðu; vÞk X < yg: ð4:12Þ
Here we put
wherew w stands for suitable weight functions which will be defined later. Remark that qu=qt and qv=qt are expressed by ' x u and ' x v in view of the representation formula of the solution. So, it is su‰cient to consider the spatial derivatives only. A classical solution ðu; vÞ of (4.1) will be constructed by the iteration argument in X as a classical solution of the corresponding systems of integral equations. More precisely, a solution will be obtained by convergence in a closed subspace in X of a sequence fðu n ; v n Þg N defined by
N i ðt À rÞ ði ¼ 1; 2Þ;
ð4:15Þ
where This relation gives us the fact that, in ð p; qÞ-plane, a curve fF ðp; qÞ ¼ 0g is under a curve fm ¼ 1=2g and over a curve fm ¼ 0g. Moreover, one can find that two curves, fm ¼ 1=2g and fm ¼ 0g, cross a line f p ¼ qg at p ¼ q ¼ 4 and p ¼ q ¼ 3, respectively. Therefore we don't have to consider the case m a 0. We also note that n satisfies
The proof of Proposition 4.3 will be devided into the following four cases.
Proof for p b 4
In this case, due to Remark 4.4, we have m b 1=2 and F ð p; qÞ < 0: ð5:1Þ
For the sake of simplicity, we shall put
First we define a closed subspace Y of X by Y ¼ fðu; vÞ A X : kuk a 2C f 1 ; g 1 e; kvk a 2C f 2 ; g 2 eg:
ð5:3Þ
Then we presumably assume that
kv nÀ1 k a 2C f 2 ; g 2 e:
ð5:4Þ
When Theorem 1 is applied to u, we put
Then it follows from 
Here d < ð p À 3Þ=p appears only in the case p ¼ 4 and comes from the logarithmic term in the weight. Hence applying Lemma 3.1 with P ¼ p À 2 À pd > 1 to I p . We obtain I p ðr; tÞ; I q ðr; tÞ a Ck, so that
kv n k a 2C f 2 ; g 2 e
ð5:9Þ
if the following inequalities hold.
Ck 2 ð2C f 1 ; g 1 eÞ q a C f 2 ; g 2 e: ð5:10Þ
Therefore the boundedness of a sequence fðu n ; v n Þg N in Y is obtained for any T > 0 if e satisfies (5.10). Because we can take
kv 0 k a C f 2 ; g 2 e:
ð5:11Þ
Next we shall estimate the di¤erences under (5.10). The iteration frame (4.14) gives us
a pkLðjv n À v nÀ1 jðjv n j þ jv nÀ1 jÞ pÀ1 Þk: ð5:12Þ Hö lder's inequality for the norm k Á k and above estimates yield that
Similarly we get
Therefore a convergence of fðu n ; v n Þg follows from In order to establish the existence of a classical solution, we require the convergence of sequences fðq x i u n ; q x i v n Þg; fðq x i q x j u n ; q x i q x j v n Þg in Y . At the same step in [1] , trivial mistakes have appeared in the form of the derivatives of nonlinearlities. But they are not essential, meaning that one can find a correct proof very easily, for example along with the original proof of F. John [6] . A key role in estimating of fðq x i u n ; q x i v n Þg is the following. Here we put
ð6:6Þ K 1 will be fixed later. Now, we assume that
Then it follows, similarly to the previous case, from Theorem 1 with 
F ðqÀ2Þ=2 ðt À r; bÞ db;
ð6:11Þ
where we denote a characteristic function of a set S by w S . Applying Lemma 3.1 with P ¼ p=2 > 1 to J 11 , we have J 11 ðr; tÞ a Ck: ð6:12Þ
On the other hand, since
we get
as in the previous case. Therefore Lemma 3.1 yields again that J 21 ðr; tÞ a Ck: ð6:15Þ
In order to estimate J 22 , we need the following fact.
Remark 6.1. It follows from Remark 4.4 that
This means that, in ð p; qÞ-plane, a curve f1 À qð p À 3Þ=2 ¼ 0g is over a curve fF ðp; qÞ ¼ 0g. Both two curves meet only on a line f p ¼ qg. Because,
holds by (4.18).
Due to Remark 6.1, one can find Summing up three estimates, we obtain
ku n k S 12 a 2M 1 e p ;
kv n k a 2C f 2 ; g 2 e ð6:20Þ
ð6:21Þ
The first and second lines of (6.21) are always valid by definition of each constants in (6.6). Therefore the boundedness of a sequence fðu n ; v n Þg N in this weighted L y space is obtained for any T > 0 if e satisfies the third line of (6.21) and (6.7). Because we can take
ð6:22Þ
Next we shall estimate the di¤erences under (6.21). Similarly to above case, by (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7), we have
ð6:23Þ
Therefore a convergence of fðu n ; v n Þg follows from In (6.25), C ¼ Cð f 1 ; f 2 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; p; q; kÞ > 0 may be a di¤erent constant from each other. In fact, we have by (6.24)
(6.25) is always valid for su‰ciently small e. In this case, the proof is completed by taking K 1 as
7. Proof for 3 < p < 4 and 0 < m < 1=2 except for the Case F ð p; qÞ ¼ 0 with p 0 q
We shall put Here we put
ð7:5Þ K 1 ; K 2 will be determined later. For the sake of simplicity, we put E 1 ; E 2 by E 1 ðTÞ 1 F 1ÀpðqÀ1ÞF ð p; qÞ ðT; ÀkÞ
E 2 ðTÞ 1 F 1Àqð pÀ1ÞF ð p; qÞ ðT; ÀkÞ 
ð7:14Þ
Hence we simply obtain by Remark 6.1 and Lemma 3.1 that J 21 ðr; tÞ a Ck;
J 22 ðr; tÞ a Ck t À r þ 2k k qð pÀ1ÞF ð p; qÞþ1=2Àm when F ð p; qÞ > 0;
when F ð p; qÞ a 0:
ð7:15Þ
In this case we have
Hence it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
db ð7:18Þ which implies that, by Remark 6.1,
J 22 ðr; tÞ a Ck t À r þ 2k k qð pÀ1ÞF ð p; qÞ :
ð7:19Þ
When 1 À qð p À 3Þ=2 a 0, we have
ð7:20Þ
Hence we obtain t À r þ 2k k mÀ1=2
J 22 ðr; tÞ a Ck: ð7:21Þ Case 3, 3 < q < 4. In this case we have
ð7:22Þ
Hence it follows from Lemma 3.1 that For J 22 we get 
ð7:36Þ
Here C ¼ Cð f 1 ; f 2 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; p; q; kÞ > 0 may be a di¤erent constant from each other. Now we can fix K 1 and K 2 to satisfy (6.6) and (7.5), so that the first term of the first and fifth inequalities in (7.36) is less than 8 À1 . When F ðp; qÞ < 0 or F ðp; qÞ ¼ 0 with p ¼ q, the other inequalities in (7.36) are valid for a su‰ciently small e > 0. When F ð p; qÞ > 0, they follow from the same requirement to (7.32) and the following Lemma with a su‰ciently small e. We note that all powers of e of indistinct terms in the left-hand side of (7.36) are summarized in the following quantities.
ð7:37Þ Lemma 7.1. Let 3 < p < 4, F ðp; qÞ > 0 and p a q. Then the following inequalities hold.
ð7:38Þ
Proof. First we prove the first inequality. By the definition of L 1 in (6.6), we see that The third line in (7.46) follows from the fact that p 2 À 5p þ 5 is monotonously increasing in 3 < p < 4. Therefore P 2 > 0 holds. A key fact is that the strict inequality in (7.24) holds here. We shall put where C ¼ Cð f 1 ; f 2 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; p; q; kÞ > 0 may be a di¤erent constant from each other. Now we can fix K 1 and K to satisfy (6.6) and (8.6), so that the first term of the first and fifth inequalities in (8.21) is less than 8 À1 . The other inequalities follow from (8.17) with a su‰ciently small e.
Proof for
kv n k S 1 ¼ kwv n k L y ðS 1 Þ ; kv n k S 2 ¼ kw 2 v n k L y ðS 2 Þ :ð8:
